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A BSTRACT
Simplicial complexes form an important class of topological spaces that are frequently used in many application areas such as computer-aided design, computer
graphics, and simulation. Representation learning on graphs, which are just 1-d
simplicial complexes, has witnessed a great attention and success recently. Due to
the additional complexity higher dimensional simplicial hold, there has not been
enough effort to extend representation learning to these objects especially when it
comes to entire-simplicial complex representation learning. In this work, we propose a method for simplicial complex-level representation learning that embeds
a simplicial complex to a universal embedding space in a way that complex-tocomplex proximity is preserved. Our method utilizes a simplex-level embedding
induced by a pre-trained simplicial autoencoder to learn an entire simplicial complex representation. To the best of our knowledge, this work presents the first
method for learning simplicial complex-level representation.

1

I NTRODUCTION

Object representation learning aims to learn a mapping that embeds the elementary components
of this object into some Euclidean space while preserving the object’s structural information. Recently, such methods have gained a great momentum especially with graph representation learning.
Specifically, the latter has attracted considerable popularity over the past few years with success
in both node-level representation learning (Cui et al. (2018)) and entire graph learning (Narayanan
et al. (2017); Tsitsulin et al. (2018)). The applications of such representation on graphs are diverse
as they can be used for almost any downstream machine learning task on domains such as graph
classification (Hamilton et al. (2017a)) or graph similarity (Heimann et al. (2018)).
Despite the success of graph representation learning in the past few years, there has not been enough
efforts to extend representation learning to simplicial complexes. The higher dimensional simplicial
complexes often hold additional structure over graphs that might be critical in modeling and must
be incorporated to learn the correct representation. For instance, when a simplicial complex is a
triangulated manifold and the manifoldsness property is important, then the learned representation
must take this property into account. Motivated by the success of graph representation learning, we
propose a method for learning simplicial complex representation. Our method utilizes a complex
autoencoder proposed in (Hajij et al. (2020a)) and learns an entire simplicial complex representation
extracted from simplices embeddings vectors induced by the simplicial complex autoencoder. Our
learning function maps every simplicial complex to a universal embedding space in a way that
complex-to-complex proximity is preserved. Learning simplicial complex-level representation is
essential to perform downstream machine learning tasks on these objects such as simplicial complex
classification and similarity ranking. See for instance (Hajij et al. (2018); Fey & Lenssen (2019);
Ying et al. (2018); Narayanan et al. (2017)) for related studies on graphs.
The literature of entire graph representation learning is rich and many methods have been proposed
recently including Laplacian-based methods (de Lara & Pineau (2018); Tsitsulin et al. (2018)), Implicit factorization techniques (Chen & Koga (2019); Narayanan et al. (2017)), GNN-based methods
(Bai et al. (2019)) and pooling based methods (Ying et al. (2018); Bodnar et al. (2020)). We refer
the reader to (Cui et al. (2018)) for a recent survey on network embedding. In addition, simplicial
complex representation learning, inspired by the success of node2vec Angles & Gutierrez (2008)
and Word2Vec Mikolov et al. (2013), started to get attention recently. For example, the works in
(Billings et al. (2019); Schaub et al. (2020)) define simplicies emebddings based random walks on
simplicial complexes. This was generalized to k-simplex embeddings in Hacker (2020). A general
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cell complex autoencoder scheme that describes these random walk-based representations as special
cases was suggested in (Hajij et al. (2020a)).
While there are several methods for learning simplex-level representation (Billings et al. (2019);
Schaub et al. (2020); Hajij et al. (2020a); Hacker (2020)), the work herein is the first to propose
a learning representation of the entire simplicial complex. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Notation and necessary definitions on simplicial complexes are given in Section 2. Section
3 is devoted to reviewing cell complex neural networks. Our proposed method is given in Section
4.1.

2

S IMPLICIAL C OMPLEX N EIGHBORHOOD M ATRICES

This section provides the necessary notations to define neighborhood matrices between simplices
in a simplicial complex, and hence, we assume the reader has familiarity with basic definitions of
simplicial complexes (Hatcher (2005)). Let X be a simplicial complex and n be the dimension of X.
Recall that the dimension of X is the dimension of the highest simplex in X. For any 0 ≤ k ≤ n, we
denote the set of all k-simplices in X by X k . If X is a simplicial complex of dimension n, then for
every 0 < m ≤ n we denote the set of simplicies in X with dimension less than m by X <m . The set
X >m is defined similarly. In this work, we assume that the complex X is unoriented. However, the
following notion of neighbored on simplicial complexes can be easily extended to oriented simplicial
complexes; see for instance (Hajij et al. (2020a); Glaze et al. (2021)) and more recently Bodnar et al.
(2021) for various considerations on oriented simplical complexes in the context of neural network
computations.
Adjacency relations can be defined on simplicial complexes in a similar fashion as they are defined
on graphs. Specifically, let X be a simplicial complex and let cn denotes a n-simplex in X, and
f acets(cn ) denotes the set of all (n − 1)-simplicies X incident to cn . Two n-simplices an and bn
are said to be adjacent if there exists an (n + 1)-simplex cn+1 such that an , bn ∈ f acets(cn+1 ).
The set of all simplices adjacent to a simplex a in X is denoted by Nadj (a). Dually, an and bn are
coadjacent in X if there exists an (n − 1)-simplex cn−1 with an , bn ∈ cof acets(cn−1 ). The set
of all cells adjacent to a simplices a in X is denoted by Nadj (a) while the set of all simplices coadjacent to a simplex a in X is denoted by Nco (a). If an , bn are n-simplices in X, then we define the
set CO[an , bn ] to be the intersection of cof acets(an ) ∩ cof acets(bn ). Similarly, the set C[an , bn ] is
defined to be the intersection of f acets(an ) ∩ f acets(bn ). Observe that these notions generalize the
analogous notions of adjacency/co-adjacency matrices on graphs. Precisely, let X be a simplicial
complex of dimension n, N be the total number of simplices X, and define N̂ := N − |X n |. Let
c1 , · · · , cN̂ denotes all the simplices in X <n . The adjacency matrix of X, denoted by Aadj , is a
matrix of dimension N̂ × N̂ and defined by setting Aadj (i, j) = |CO[ci , cj ]| if the simplex ci is
adjacent to cj and zero otherwise. We denote the adjacency matrix between k-simplices in X by
Akadj , where 0 ≤ k < n. The co-adjacency matrices Aco , Akco are defined dually by storing |C[ci , cj ]|
where the simplices ci and cj are co-adjacent.

3

N EURAL N ETWORKS ON C OMPLEXES

This section briefly reviews the basic definitions and notations of cell complex networks (CXN)
introduced in (Hajij et al. (2020a)) as it is applicable in our context on simplicial complexes. Specifically, every simplicial complex X is a cell complex where the k-simplexes X in that complex are
precisely the k-cells. In what follows, we will use the terms “cell” and “simplex” interchangeably
to refer to simplices in a given complex X.
(0)

m

The input for a CXN is specified by cell embeddings Hm ∈ R|X |×d0 that define the initial cell
features on every m-cell in X. Here, d0 is the dimension of the input feature embedding dimension
of the cells. Given the desired depth L > 0 of the CXN net one wants to define on the complex X,
the adjacency message passing scheme (AMPS) on X consists of L × n and it is defined by :
(k−1)

(k)
(k−1)
(k)
Hm
:= M (Aadj , Hm
, Hm+1 ; θm
)
m

(k)

(1)

where 0 ≤ m ≤ n − 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ L, Hm ∈ R|X |×dk are the cell embeddings computed
(k)
after k steps of applying 1, and θm is a trainable weight vector at the layer k, M is the message
2
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Figure 1: Two layers cell complex neural network (Hajij et al. (2020a)) illustrated on a simplicial
complex. The computations are illustrated with respect to the green target vertex.
(k)

(k)

propagation function that depends on the weights θm , the cell embeddings Hm and the adjacency
matrix of X. The propagation function M can be implemented in many ways. For instance, in
(Hajij et al. (2020a)) a generalization for graph convolutional neural networks (Kipf & Welling
(2016)) to convolutional cell complex networks was provided. See also 6 for other variants of the
above message passing scheme. Finally, see (Bunch et al. (2020); Ebli et al. (2020)) for related
implementations on simplicial complexes.
Note that the information flow using equation (1) on the complex from the lower dimensional cells
to the higher ones. Further, note that the message passing scheme given in 1 does not update the
feature vectors associated with the final n− cells on the complex. If such a property is desirable,
then equation 1 must be adjusted using co-adjacency information of the simplicial complex. See
(Hajij et al. (2020a)) for details. Figure 1 demonstrates how the cell embeddings are updated.

4

E NTIRE S IMPLICIAL C OMPLEX L EARNING

Our proposed method for learning entire simplicial complex representation relies on collecting nodelevel simplicial representation and combining them together in order to obtain simplicial complexlevel representation. In this section, we review the AMPS-simplicial autoencoder introduced in
(Hajij et al. (2020a)). We then show how it can be utilized to obtain an entire-level simplicial
representation by using metric learning.
4.1

S IMPLICIAL C OMPLEX AUTO E NCODERS

Let X be a simplicial complex of dimension n. A simplicial complex autoencoder on X consists of
the following three components (Hamilton et al. (2017b); Hajij et al. (2020a)):
• A encoder-decoder system. Specifically, An encoder is a function of the form : enc :
X <n → Rd and it associates to every k− simplex ak in X an embedding zak in Rd . On
the other hand, a decoder is a function of the form : dec : Rd × Rd → R+ and it associates
to every pair of simplex embeddings (zak , zcl ) a measure of similarity dec(zak zcl ) that
quantifies some notion of relationship between ak and cl . The functions enc and dec are
trainable functions. In particular, the encoder can be chosen to be a cell complex network
as illustrated in Section 3.
• A user-defined similarity measure. We seek to train the encoder-decoder functions
such that the trained similarity is as close as possible to the user-defined similarity:
dec(enc(ak ), enc(cl )) = dec(zak , zcl ) ≈ simX (ak , cl ), where simX : X <n × X <n →
R+ is a user-defined function such that simX (ak , cl ) reflects a user-defined similarity between the two simplicies ak and cl in X <n . For instance, the similarity measure function
on X can be simply chosen the adjacency matrix Aadj defined in Section 3.
• A user-defined loss function. Training the encoder-decoder system is done by specifying a
loss function l : R × R → R and defining:
X
Lk =
l(dec(enc(zak ), enc(zck )), sim(ak , ck )),
(2)
all possible CO[ak ,ck ]⊂X k+1

and then final set: L :=

Pn−1
k=0

Lk .

Table 1 shows several concert methods to define the autoencoders on simplicial complexes. See
also Section 6 for other variants of simplicial complex autoencoders with other message passing
schemes.
.
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Table 1: Various definitions of simplicial somplex autoEncoders.
Method
Laplacian eigenmaps Belkin & Niyogi (2001)
Inner product methods Ahmed et al. (2013)

Decoder
||za − zc ||22
zTa zc

similarity
general
Aadj (a, c)

Loss
dec(za , zc ).sim(a, c)
||dec(za , zc ) − sim(a, c)||22

pX (a|c)

−log(dec(za , zc ))

T

Random walk methods Grover & Leskovec (2016); Perozzi et al. (2014)

4.2

P

ez a z c
T
eza zb
b∈X k

L EARNING E NTIRE S IMPLICIAL C OMPLEX E MBEDDING

Let enc : X <n → Rd be simplicial complex encoder enc : X <n → Rd . Denote by UX ∈ RN̂ ×d
to the simplices embeddings of X <n that are induced by the function enc. Our proposed method
relies on learning a weighted sum of the simplex-level representations encoded in UX . Specifically,
we seek to learn a simplicial complex-level embedding of the form:

hX =

N̂
X

wm (UX ; W (k) )zm

(3)

m=1

where wm (UX ; W (k) ) ∈ R is a weight of the simplex embedding zm that depends on UX and
parametrized by W (k) ∈ Rd×d , a trainable weight matrix 1 . The weight wm can be chosen in many
different ways, here we simply follow (Bai et al. (2019)) and define the weight as:

wm (UX ; W (k) ) = σ((zm )T RELU(W (k) (

N̂
X

zn )),

(4)

n=1
1
where σ(x) = 1+exp(−x)
. Finally, the embedding hX can be learned in multiple ways. For instance,
given a collection of simplicial complex {Xi }m
learn a complex-to-complex proximity
i=1
Pmone
Pmay
m
embeddings by minimizing the objective: L = i=1 j=1 (||hXi − hXj || − dij )2 , where D = [dij ]
is an appropriately chosen distance matrix on the simplicial complexes {Xi }m
i=1 . For example,
the Haussdorf distance on simplicial complexes (Marin (2020)) can be employed to compute the
distance matrix D. Alternatively, in special case when the simplicial complex is a triangulated
mesh, more efficient methods to compute the metrics can be utilized such as persistence homologybased metrics (Hajij et al. (2020b); Zhang et al. (2019)) or Laplacian-based methods (Crane et al.
(2013)).

5

C ONCLUSION AND F URTHER D IRECTIONS

In Section 4.2, we describe one way to learn the embeddings hX in an unsupervised fashion. The
method learns the proximity between simplical complexes that is encoded in a pre-computed matrix
D on a dataset of simplicial complexes. The problem with this method is that it requires the computation of the entire distance matrix which might be computationally inefficient. There are many
other potentially good methods to learn such embeddings in an end-to-end fashion. For instance,
a potential method to learn the metric of simplicial complex embeddings can be done by utilizing
triplet loss method as proposed in (Hoffer & Ailon (2015)). Metric learning with the triplet loss
method construct a triplet net which consists of three shared parameter feedforward networks. The
network is fed three embeddings hX , hX + and hX − where hX and hX + are of the same class,
and hX and hX − are of different class. We stress here the fact that while a binary label is utilized
when choosing the triplet (X, X + , X − ), triplet network can effectively learn a metric and determine
which simplicial complexes are closer to a given complex X. In other words, the interpretation of
sharing the same class is correlated with embedding closeness in the embedding space (Hoffer &
Ailon (2015)). The advantages of the triplet loss method is that we do not need to pre-compute a
distance matrix on the simplicial complexes training set. However, the triplet loss method requires
a labeled training dataset which might not be always available.
1
Note that in equation (3), we did not include the dimension of simplex embedding in the training. This
restriction is not needed and we are only making this assumption for notational convenience.
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A PPENDIX

In this section we briefly review various geometric message passing schemes on a general oriented
and non-oriented cell complexes suggested in Hajij et al. (2020a).
6
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target face

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Coadjacency message passing scheme. The above illustrates the computation of a two
layer cell complex network with respect the specified target face.

6.1

G EOMETRIC M ESSAGE PASSING S CHEMES (GMPS)

In Hajij et al. (2020a) three general message passing schemes on cell complexes were suggested.
These schemes are trivially applicable in our case here on simplicial complexes. In order to implement a specific neural network of a complex, here a simplicial complex autoencoder, one must
select a particular message passing scheme or a combination of them. This consequently affects the
final representation of the simplicial complex. In Section 3 we mentioned one possible geometric
message passing scheme which is AMPS. In this section we review briefly these geometric message
passing schemes (GMPS) on a general cell complex net (See Figure 4 for an illustration of the flow
of data computations with these schemes). Note that the simplicial complex autoencoder given in 4.1
assumes AMPS. Other simplicial complex autoencoders can be defined similarly using the message
passing schemes that we shall present.
6.1.1

ADJACENCY

M ESSAGE PASSING S CHEME (AMPS)

These are the same message passing schemes we review in Section 3. The reader is referred to that
section for more details.
6.1.2

C O - ADJACENCY M ESSAGE PASSING S CHEME (CMPS)

Co-adjacency message passing scheme is very similar to the AMPS we mentioned in Section 3. The
only difference is that it utilises the co-adjacency relations of a given face instead of the adjacency
m
(0)
matrix. Specifically, let Hm ∈ R|X |×d0 be initial cell feature vector on every m-cell in X. Let
L > 0 be the desired depth of the CXN one wants to define on a complex X, the Coadjacency
Message Passing Scheme (CMPS) on X consists of L × n and it is defined by :
(k)

(k−1)

(k−1)

(k)

Hn−m := M (Aco , , Hn−m , Hn−m−1 ; θn−m )

(5)

n−m

(k)

|×dk
where 0 ≤ m ≤ n − 1, 1 ≤ k ≤ L, Hn−m ∈ R|X
are the embeddings computed af(k)
ter k steps of applying 1, and θn−m is a trainable weight vector at the layer k, M is the message
(k)
(k)
propagation function that depends on the weights θn−m , the cell embeddings Hn−m and the adjacency matrix of X. See Figure 2 for an illustration of such message passing scheme on a simplicial
complex.

Note that with CMPS, the flow of information goes from higher cells to lower ones. This explains
the strange index choice in equation (5). Moreover, note that the feature vectors associated with the
zero-cells are never updated.
7
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target edge

(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Homology and cohomology message passing scheme. The figure illustrates the computation of a two layers cell complex network with respect the specified edge.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Illustration of the flow of information with various geometric message passing schemes
(GMPS). (a) Flow of information with adjacency message passing schemes (AMPS). (b) Flow of
information with co-adjacency message passing scheme (CMPS). (c) Flow of information with homology and cohomology message passing scheme (HCMPS). In all examples, the computations
flow is given from the green simplex.
6.1.3

H OMOLOGY AND C OHOMOLOGY M ESSAGE PASSING S CHEME (HCMPS)

For this final message passing scheme it is more convenient to adapt a non-matrix notation.
Let cm be a cell in a, possible oriented, cell complex X. Denote by Bd(x) to the set of cells y
of dimension k − 1 such that y ∈ ∂(x), the boundary of x, such that x and y have compatible
orientations. In the same manner, CoBd(x) denotes all cells of y ∈ X with h ∈ ∂(y) such that x
and y have compatible orientations. Let I(x) be Bd(x) ∪ CoBd(x), the Homology and Cohomolgy
Message Passing Scheme (HCMPS) is given by :



k
(k)
(k−1)
(k)
(k−1)
(k)
hcm := αm
hcm , Ea∈I(x) φm,d(a) (hcm , h(k−1)
)
∈ Rlm
a
(k)

k

(k)

(6)
(k)

where hcm ∈ Rlm , E is permutation invariant differentiable functions, and αm , φm are trainable
differentiable functions. An example of applying the HCMPS is given in Figure 3.
8
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In is worths mentioning that with AMPS, and CMPS and a variant of HCMPS 2 were utilized recently by (Bodnar et al. (2021)) to study the expressive power of graph neural networks. In particular, it was shown that AMPS, the variant of HCMPS when combined with a simplicial complexbased Weisfeiler-Lehman colouring procedure (Bodnar et al. (2021)) one obtains a test that is strictly
more powerful than the Weisfeiler-Lehman test (Shervashidze et al. (2011)).

2
The variant separates the boundary and the coboundary in our HCMPS to two separate message passing
schemes.
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